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_Beyond the pale_ is the concluding work by the research programme _Independence, Decolonization, Violence and War in Indonesia, 1945-1950_. A complete overview of the programme’s publications can be found at the back of this book. This concluding work brings together the key findings of the various projects in relation to the main question addressed by the programme.

The research programme was implemented by the Royal Netherlands Institute of Southeast Asian and Caribbean Studies (KITLV-KNAW), the Netherlands Institute for Military History (NIMH) and the NIOD Institute for War, Holocaust and Genocide Studies (NIOD-KNAW). The latter acted as programme coordinator.

The research programme was carried out in accordance with the guidelines on independent scholarly research set by the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW). The programme was partly financed by the Dutch government.

The programme had a Scientific Advisory Board consisting of nine members from the Netherlands and abroad. They evaluated and subsequently approved the concluding study on the basis of current standards governing sound scholarly research. As such, they bear no responsibility for the content of the final work or the studies on the individual sub-projects. In addition, the programme established a Social Resonance Group consisting
of representatives of various social umbrella organizations in the Netherlands. The Resonance Group acted as an interlocutor for the researchers in the course of the programme, but it bears no responsibility for the findings.

We asked the Indonesian historian Hilmar Farid, who was not involved in the programme, to write the epilogue, in which he reflects on the research.

The programme is also indebted to the countless other individuals and institutions in the Netherlands and Indonesia who facilitated the implementation of the research in all kinds of ways. They are too many to mention by name, with the exception of the National Archives of the Netherlands in The Hague, which offered the researchers optimal facilitation from the outset and supported the programme wherever possible.
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